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Cranial nerve (CN) knowledge is essential for students in health professions. Gestures and body movements (e.g., mime) have been shown to improve cognition and satisfaction with anatomy teaching. The aim of this pilot study was to compare the effectiveness of didactic lecturing with that of miming lecturing for student learning of the CNs. The research design involved exposure of the same group of students to didactic followed by miming lecturing of CNs. The effectiveness of each lecturing strategy was measured via pre- and post-testing. Student perceptions of these strategies were measured by a survey. As an example of miming, gestures for CN VII included funny faces for muscles of facial expression, kangaroo vocalization for taste, spitting action for saliva production, and crying for lacrimal gland production. Accounting for extra duration of the miming lecture, it was shown that pre- to post-test improvement was higher for the miming presentation than for the didactic (0.47 ± 0.03 marks/minute versus 0.33 ± 0.03, n = 39, P < 0.005). Students perceived that the miming lecture was more interactive, engaging, effective, and motivating to attend (mean on five-point Likert scale: 4.62, 4.64, 4.56, 4.31, respectively) than the didactic lecture. In the final examination, performance was better (P < 0.001, n = 39) on the CN than on the non-CN questions—particularly for students scoring ≤60%. While mediating factors need elucidation (e.g., learning due to repetition of content), this study’s findings support the theory that gestures and body movements help learners to acquire anatomical knowledge.

Innovative Kinesthetic Anatomy Learning

Effective teaching strategies should be learner-centered and interactive; focus on concepts; integrate structure and function; embed clinical significance; concentrate on spatial relationships; and accommodate to visual, auditory, and kinesthetic learners (Terrell, 2006; van Merriënboer and Sweller, 2010; Drake and Pawlina, 2014). Several authors have developed innovative kinesthetic strategies to teach anatomy. Everyday items (e.g., wire, tubing) have been used to construct models representing anatomical structures, including the abdominal vasculature (Zumwalt et al., 2010), spinal cord (Skinder-Meredith, 2010) and inguinal canal (Serrat et al., 2014). Hands-on anatomy has also been taught using board games (Anyanwu, 2014), clay modeling (Skinder-Meredith, 2010; Kooloos et al., 2014), and body painting (McMenamin, 2008; Skinder-Meredith, 2010). Gestures and body movements have been used in anatomy education for some time (Cobb, 1972). However, their use has only fairly recently been shown
to improve student engagement (Nayak, 2006; Oh et al., 2011; Dickson and Stephens, 2014) and learning (Macken and Ginns, 2014).

**Gesture-based Learning and Anatomy**

Mime is the non-verbal technique of portraying a character, mood, idea or narration by gesture and body movements. It lies on a continuum: from gesticulation (spontaneous movements accompanying speech), gestures, mime, and emblems (conventional culturally specific gestures) to sign language for the hearing-impaired (Roth, 2001). Gestures (i.e., movements of the hands, limbs, face or body—which do not involve directly manipulating objects) have been shown to improve learning (Roth, 2001; Barsalou 2008; Goldin-Meadow, 2011; Cartmill et al., 2012; Cook et al., 2012; Ionescu and Vasc, 2014; Xu and Ke, 2014). Evidence of the role of the motor system in cognition has led to new areas of research, including grounded cognition (Barsalou, 2008) and embodied cognition (Goldin-Meadow, 2011; Cartmill et al., 2012).

Although there are variations in taxonomy, gestures include deictic, which draw attention by pointing; representational, which convey concrete items; and metaphorical, which convey concepts (Roth, 2001; Cartmill et al., 2012). Gesture-based learning has been investigated in several disciplines, particularly language and mathematics (Barsalou, 2008). Alibali and Nathan (2012) list examples of gestures in mathematics: deictic (pointing to a cube), representational (tracing a triangle in the air) and metaphorical (moving the arm back and forth to signify oscillations). Compared with conventional teaching, using purposeful body movements (e.g., a group of children forming a circle with their bodies to learn about shapes and angles) has been shown to improve learning of mathematics (Shoval, 2011). Novack et al. (2014) measured learning via direct manipulation of number tiles and via gestures. They found that gesturing, in particular metaphorical gestures, led to deeper learning of mathematical concepts in primary school children.

Nayak (2006) found that students enjoyed a scenario where covering a student’s body with a blanket represented the peritoneal coverings of the female reproductive organs. An innovative form of anatomical teaching—using the hands and digits to represent arteries, veins, and nerves—has been developed for medical students (Oh et al., 2011). Five-point Likert scores (mean 4.2) showed high student satisfaction with the teaching method. Students considered that the gestures helped them to understand and memorize the structures (4.1 and 4.0, respectively), (Oh et al., 2011). However, the efficacy of the gestures for learning remains to be elucidated via a controlled study. In 2014, Dickson and Stephens used gestures to teach the musculoskeletal system to large and diverse cohorts of nursing students. The gestures included deictic (e.g., pointing to bones on one’s body); representational (e.g., kinesthetic mnemonics where students used their hands to represent the shapes of articulating surfaces) and metaphorical (e.g., en masse synchronous “Mexican wave” to illustrate nerve impulses). Although student satisfaction with the teaching method was very high (Likert score: 4.9), the effectiveness of the teaching approach was not tested (Dickson and Stephens, 2014).

Using cognitive load theory and embodied cognition as their theoretical basis, Macken and Ginns (2014) investigated whether use of gestures enhanced learning of anatomy and physiology. After pre-testing physiological knowledge of the heart, they instructed their education students to either point to and trace anatomical structures, or to sit on their hands. They found that the deictic gestures resulted in a 26% and 18% improvement in terminology and comprehension, respectively (Macken and Ginns, 2014).
However, generalizability of these results is limited as the students were not studying bioscience, nor is learning while sitting on one's hands a common occurrence.

**Learning of Cranial Nerves**

Learning the anatomy, physiology and clinical assessment of the cranial nerves (CNs) is challenging, as many of the nerves have an intricate structure and complex functions. Traditionally, CNs have been taught using two-dimensional (2D) images in a didactic lecture, in combination with plastic models or cadaver material in a hands-on laboratory class. As CN content is difficult, academics have used a range of strategies to engage students, including 3D virtual simulations (Yeung et al., 2011, 2012; Nowinski et al., 2012, Johnson et al., 2013), gaming avatars (Richardson-Hatcher et al., 2014), videos (Azer et al., 2012), models (Zhang and He, 2010), games (Jones et al., 2000), songs (Bromfield, 2008; Williams, 2009), and drawings (Bolek, 2006). However, evidence of these strategies’ effectiveness in improving CN knowledge is limited.

Over 40 years ago, Cobb (1972) encouraged teachers to convey CN functions using eight mimetics, noting that it would take only 16 seconds away from lecture content and was a fun way to stimulate recall. However, the article provides no evidence of the effectiveness of miming. The aim of the present pilot study was to compare the effectiveness of didactic lecturing with that of miming lecturing for student learning of the CNs.

**Biomedical Science Curriculum**

The biomedical science students in this study attended Victoria University (VU), a low-ranked Australian university. There is a very high percentage of biomedical science students who are disadvantaged, e.g., under-achieving, first in the family to attend university, non-English home language, migrant or low socioeconomic status. To help these students, teaching faculty have embedded explicit teaching practices into first year and introduced professional development programs for teachers (Tangalakis et al., 2014).

In the Biomedical Science program, students gain in-depth knowledge of human anatomy and physiology, combined with skills in critical analysis and communication. In first year, students study an anatomy unit on the trunk followed by one on the limbs. In second year, they study head, neck and back followed by a unit on rehabilitation. The second year units are approved as prerequisites for postgraduate medicine at Australia’s highest-ranked university. In third year, students may elect to complete a cadaver dissection as part of a research project. The degree leads to further study in science, medicine and allied health, or to employment in a range of areas, e.g., laboratory specialist, science journalist, wellness consultant. Within the Biomedical Science degree, the total hours of regional anatomy taught, the use of models and prosections in every laboratory session, the delivery of teaching primarily by casual assistants, and the availability of dissecting an anatomical region as an optional elective, are comparable to anatomy units in medical degrees at universities in Australia and New Zealand (Craig et al., 2010). However, students have limited exposure, within the laboratory setting, to medical imaging and surface anatomy.
Head, Neck, and Back Curriculum

The students in this study were enrolled in the second year anatomy unit which covers head, neck and back. The unit (60 total face-to-face hours) covers functional gross anatomy and histology. There were 36 hours of voluntary lectures which utilized PowerPoint presentations and interactive-learning strategies. Lectures were given on the same day each week (9:00–10:00 AM and 11:00 AM–1:00 PM). There were 24 hours of compulsory laboratory, including the use of cadaver prostections, models, bones, slides and videos. Students worked collaboratively in the laboratory to complete activities which often included games and student presentations. All teaching material was uploaded to a learning management system. Assessment in the unit consisted of two short tests, a 3-hour theory examination and a 2-hour practical examination. The theory examination consisted of multiple-choice questions (MCQ) and short answer questions (SAQ). In the prerequisite unit, studied eight months earlier and covering anatomy of the trunk, students were briefly introduced to the nervous system and CNs—particularly the vagus nerve. As both units were taught by the same instructor, students had developed a familiarity with the lecturing style and scores for ‘Overall satisfaction with the teacher’ were high (five-point Likert score: ≥ 4.8).

Pre- and Post-tests

On the day of experimentation, a lecture roll was taken at 9:00 AM and 39 of 53 students enrolled in the unit were present (74%). Fourteen students were either late or absent from the lectures. These 14 students were not issued with the tests and survey and, thus, did not form part of this study.

The same anonymous CN test was given four times on that day to the same group of 39 students: before and after the didactic lecture, then before and after the miming lecture which followed. There was a break between the two types of lecture. The anonymous survey was completed after the final test.

In keeping with the design principles of van Merriënboer and Sweller (2010), pre- and post-tests asked students to write as much as they could about the structure and function of the CNs. Although no time limit was imposed, students finished within 5–15 minutes. Pre- to post-test difference measured CN learning during the lecture.

Students were exposed to the same content in the didactic and the miming lectures, the same PowerPoint slides being used in each delivery. Thus, the experimental design did not account for learning in response to repeated exposure to CN content. Lecture content included the major branches (e.g., V1), exit pathways (e.g., cribriform plate) and functions (e.g., muscles of facial expression). In the miming lecture, the CN actions were demonstrated to, and then performed by, the students. Table 1 summarizes the miming actions used in teaching the CNs. As the actions were quite complex (especially for CNs V, VII, IX, and X), several repetitions were performed, building up in a sequential fashion to all 12 CNs. The full sequence was then performed several times, and at increasing speed, by the students—with and without the instructor. As interactive lecturing is more time-consuming than didactic (Miller and Metz, 2014), the teaching faculty addressed the potential effect of extra delivery time (i.e., time on task) on the improvement in learning by analyzing pre- to post-test score differences relative to lecture duration. An alternative would have been to lengthen the didactic lecture. However, this may have led to students losing attention—possibly yielding a negative effect on learning.
**Survey Instrument**

A survey was used to determine the level of student satisfaction with the miming lecture compared with the didactic presentation. All 39 students completed the voluntary survey, which consisted of 14 items scored on a five-point Likert scale (strongly agree = 5, agree = 4, neither agree nor disagree = 3, disagree = 2, strongly disagree = 1). The survey areas of interest were the levels of interaction, engagement, effectiveness, motivation to attend, and challenge. Of the 14 survey items, eight were positively-keyed and three were negatively-keyed. Examples of the form of the items were “I found the normal/didactic lecturing approach very engaging.” and “Compared with the normal/didactic lecturing approach, I found the hands-on/miming approach more interactive”. The data from the latter form were used in the presentation of the results.

**Examination Performance**

Learning of CNs for examination purposes was measured by comparing performance on CN and non-CN SAQ in the final theory examination (10 weeks after the CN lectures). The rationale here is that students were able to recall the miming actions in order to answer the CN SAQ, but lacked this resource for answering the non-CN SAQ. Thus, if learning was unchanged by miming, the ratio of marks on CN SAQ to marks on non-CN SAQ would be expected to equal one. The CN to non-CN ratio was calculated for the 39 students who attended both the didactic and the miming lecture. The ratios of the 14 students who were late or absent from the didactic and miming lectures were excluded from the analysis because their degree of exposure to miming was unknown. For example, at least four of the 14 students were late but enthusiastically engaged in the miming lecture.

**Student Demographics**

Students’ age, sex, and home address zip code were obtained from institutional records. Socioeconomic status was determined, via zip code, from the national index of disadvantage. This study received approval from the Victoria University Human Research Ethics Committee (VUHREC).

**Statistical Analysis**

Scores on the four tests (didactic pre- and post-tests; miming pre- and post-tests) were compared using a repeated measures, one-way ANOVA with Tukey–Kramer post hoc comparisons. After accounting for lecture duration, changes (mark/minute of lecture) in pre- to post-test marks for the didactic lecture were compared with the corresponding changes for the miming lecture, via a one-tailed paired t-test. Reliability of the survey was tested using Cronbach’s alpha, values of at least 0.7–0.8 being considered an acceptable criterion for reliability. Validity was shown by significant correlations in Kendall’s tau-b analysis. Wilcoxon’s signed rank procedure was used to test whether the median scores for the survey exceeded 3 (neither agree nor disagree) on five-point Likert scale. Differences in students’ perceived levels of interaction, engagement, effectiveness and motivation to attend were compared using Friedman’s non-parametric test. Post hoc analysis with Wilcoxon signed-rank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied. For the final examination, the difference between students’ performance on CN and non-CN questions was analyzed via a one-tailed paired t-test.
The relationship of final mark and student demographic variables (age, sex, socio-economic status) to the CN versus non-CN ratio was analyzed via multiple regression analysis. For different final mark groups (≤60%, 61–79%, ≥80%), the CN versus non-CN ratio on the final examination was analyzed by one-way ANOVA. All tests were conducted in Statistical Package for Social Scientists (SPSS), version 22, for Windows (IBM, Armonk, NY), except for the Tukey–Kramer post hoc comparisons which were performed using Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, Redmond, WA).

Of the 39 students, 69.2% were ≤22 years; 64.1% were female; and 41.0% were low, 25.6% medium and 33.3% high socioeconomic status. Figure 2 shows students engaged in miming. Post-test scores were significantly (P < 0.01) higher than the corresponding pre-test scores for both the didactic (18.5 ± 1.3 versus 5.3 ± 0.6) and miming (44.3 ± 2.5 versus 16.1 ± 1.1) lectures. There was no significant difference between the didactic post-test and the miming pre-test. After accounting for lecture duration, pre- to post-test improvement (mark/minute of lecture, n = 39) was higher (P < 0.005) for the miming presentation than for the didactic (Fig. 3).

Cronbach’s alpha and Kendall’s tau-b analyses showed that the survey was, respectively, reliable and valid. Cronbach’s alpha was 0.851 but, with removal of the three items related to challenge and one related to motivation to attend, alpha increased to 0.917. Kendall’s tau-b analysis revealed significant (P < 0.05) pairwise correlational relationships amongst all remaining ten items in the survey. Pairwise relationships among the four items interaction, engagement, effectiveness and motivation to attend were all significant (P < 0.0001): interaction and engagement (r = 0.616); interaction and effectiveness (r = 0.616); interaction and motivation to attend (r = 0.554); engagement and effectiveness (r = 0.766); engagement and motivation to attend (r = 0.575); and effectiveness and motivation to attend (r = 0.614).

There was no significant difference in the students’ perceived level of challenge between the two delivery approaches. Compared with the didactic lecturing, students perceived the miming approach to be more (P < 0.001) interactive, engaging, effective and motivating to attend (Fig. 4). There was a statistically significant difference in the responses to these four items (P < 0.01), with motivation to attend being lower (P < 0.05) than the other three. In the open-ended section of the survey, students commented that miming “was the best way to learn something difficult,” “allowed students to feel what was being covered, by actually performing the task,” “was much more effective,” “challenged students to remember movements, making it more fun,” “was visual, repetitive, interactive” and “allowed absorption of a lot of information.”

At the final examination, 10 weeks after the CN lectures, performance was higher on the CN than on the non-CN questions (74.0% ± 3.8% versus 52.9% ± 3.5%, n = 39, P < 0.001). Thus, the overall mean (1.59 ± 0.13) of the CN to non-CN ratios was significantly higher (P < 0.001) than the expected ratio of one (Fig. 5). The CN to non-CN ratio did not differ significantly with age, sex or socioeconomic status, but it was negatively related to final mark (P < 0.001). For students with a final mark ≤60%, the ratio was significantly higher (P < 0.05) than for students scoring ≥80%.

The present study found that, compared with didactic lecturing, differences in the pre- to post-test scores were greater with student miming of the CNs. It was also found that, compared with didactic lecturing, students perceived miming the CNs to have greater interactivity, engagement, effectiveness, and motivation to attend.
The learning for examination purposes was greater for CN than for non-CN content, particularly for under-achieving students. The preliminary findings from this study support the contention that gestures and body movements (such as those associated with miming) help learners to acquire anatomical knowledge. However, mediating factors (e.g., the learning due to repetition of CN content) need to be further elucidated.

**Gesture-based Learning and Anatomy**

Earlier work examining the effect of gestures on anatomy learning considered only deictic (Macken and Ginns, 2014) or only representational (Oh et al., 2011). However, in the present study, miming of the CNs involved a complex array of gestures. These included deictic (e.g., tapping forehead, upper jaw and lower jaw to indicate branches of the trigeminal nerve), representational (e.g., making funny faces to signify innervation of the muscles of facial expression) and metaphorical (e.g., hands covering the eyes to simulate variation in light intensity—evoking the parasympathetic innervation of the oculomotor nerve which is responsible for pupil constriction). Students were capable of performing the complex motor sequence involved in miming the CNs. The miming was dynamic—with students requesting faster and faster repetitions of the 12 CN sequences, without teacher participation, in order to consolidate their learning.

Based primarily on the taxonomy of Bloom et al., learning has been categorized into cognitive (knowledge, thinking), affective (attitude, emotion) and psychomotor (skills, doing) domains (Anderson et al., 2001). In the present study, students' comments indicated that miming aroused positive emotions, such as curiosity, amusement, pride in achievement, and collegiality—performing the actions together as a unit and correcting mistakes collaboratively. Thus, it is possible that the improvement found in student learning was facilitated through the affective domain.

Psychomotor learning is exemplified by physical movement, coordination and motor skills—as observed in routine activities like driving a car, and in musical or athletic performances. Over the last decade or so, evidence has mounted that the relationship between motor and learning is bi-directional. Evidence suggests that cognition is influenced by movement, including gestures and body movements (Roth, 2001; Barsalou 2008; Goldin-Meadow, 2011; Cartmill et al., 2012; Xu and Ke, 2014). This has led to several theories including motorpsycho (Xu and Ke, 2014), embodied cognition (Goldin-Meadow, 2011; Cartmill et al., 2012) and grounded cognition (Barsalou, 2008). Although there is some controversy between these theories, they basically emphasize the role of movement and gestures in helping learners to acquire cognitive knowledge. It is thought that gestures facilitate information-processing by attracting attention, by invoking multimodal sensors, by reducing cognitive load, and by enhancing information encoding and concept concretization (Xu and Ke, 2014). It is possible that miming may have facilitated learning via each of these mechanisms.

Information-processing theory categorizes memory as sensory, working (short-term) and long-term. Sensory memory (e.g., visual/iconic, aural/echoic and touch/haptic) is stronger when the stimulus captures attention and involves more than one sense (Xu and Ke, 2014). Kooloos et al. (2014) found that pre- to post-test improvement in score was 22% greater with live observation of a clay modeling anatomical demonstration than with student hands-on manipulation, but that this finding was not replicated if the demonstration was by video. They suggest that focused attention is a stronger stimulus for learning than is haptic stimulation. In the present study, the attention-getting nature of the miming
lecture was suggested by the survey result that 95% of students strongly agreed or agreed that the miming lecture was more interactive than the didactic lecture.

Miming epitomizes multimodal active learning because students must think ahead about the functions of the CNs, visualizing their spatial pathways before performing the gestures. Innovative strategies in anatomy, which capture students' attention by using hands-on techniques, have been shown to be enjoyable and helpful to learning (McMenamin, 2008; Skinder-Meredith, 2010; Anyanwu, 2014; Serrat et al., 2014). Body painting of the torso, upper limb and face (McMenamin, 2008) and clay modeling of the larynx (Skinder-Meredith, 2010) have been found to be enjoyable (five-point Likert score: 3.59 and 4.22, respectively) and useful learning experiences (3.57 and 4.49, respectively). In the present study, the engagement (4.64) and effectiveness (4.56) scores (miming compared with didactic lecturing) were higher than the scores of McMenamin (2008) and Skinder-Meredith (2010) for enjoyment and usefulness. Anyanwu (2014) found that the pre- to post-test improvement in marks (over a 10-day period) was 90.3% greater with an anatomical board game than without the game. When similarly not accounting for time on task, the authors of the present study found that the improvement in marks was 113.6% greater with miming than with didactic lecturing. In combination with previous work, this pilot study may suggest that adult learning is greater when using gestures than when directly manipulating anatomical models—similar to what was found for children using tiles for studying mathematics (Novack et al., 2014). However, this is an area for further study.

Working memory is responsible for transient holding and processing of information, and is limited in its capacity and duration. Particularly when content to be learned is complex (intrinsic load), cognitive load theorists (van Merriënboer and Sweller, 2010) design their teaching material to limit external interference (extraneous load)—thus maximizing students' working memory capacity for processing relevant information and integrating it into long-term memory (germane load). Although controversial (Caramazza et al., 2014), embodied cognition theory argues that learning by imitating the teacher's words and actions is effective because motor neuronal pathways (mirror neuron system) are activated (Rizzolatti and Sinigaglia, 2010)—possibly freeing up working memory (Goldin-Meadow, 2011; Cook et al., 2012). In 2014, Macken and Ginns measured student self-reporting of cognitive load while learning the anatomy and physiology of the heart via pointing and tracing gestures. Intrinsic load was indicated from survey items about the level of content complexity, extraneous load by the level of difficulty to learn, and germane load by the level of concentration. They hypothesized that gestures would lower extraneous, raise germane and not affect intrinsic load and found no significant differences in the three types of load between learning with, and without, gestures. Cognitive load was not measured in the present study. However, there was no difference in student perceptions of the level of challenge (indicative of intrinsic load) between the lecture content with, and without, miming gestures.

Long-term memory is classified as either declarative (explicit; conscious; facts and events) or procedural (implicit; unconscious; motor skills and tasks) with respective neuronal pathways which were thought to be separate. However, the declarative (primarily the hippocampus) and the procedural (primarily the striatum) systems have been shown to overlap (Albouy et al., 2013)—possibly strengthening the argument that the relationship between movement and cognition may be bi-directional. Oh et al. (2011) required students to practice, throughout their course of anatomy study, sets of hand movements which represented complex arrangements of vessels and nerves.
Students perceived the most helpful representation to be the set comprising the aortic arch, subclavian, and axillary arteries. The authors concluded that one reason for this may be that these vessels were repeatedly taught in several sections of their course. As repeating a movement over time invokes motor memory (a form of procedural memory), the authors postulated that invoking a motor memory may help to improve learning of anatomy. In the present study, students were not required to practice the miming actions for the CNs beyond the day of teaching the miming sequence. Neither did teaching faculty document whether individual students repeated the movements during the 10 weeks up to the examination. Nevertheless, it was found that examination performance was better for CN than for non-CN content. It is possible that miming enhanced the learning of CN knowledge by invoking motor memory—retrieving a mental “snapshot” of the miming actions.

**Learning of Cranial Nerves**

Zhang and He (2010) designed a simple, inexpensive model of the eye and showed that its use improved student understanding of CN III, IV, and VI. In their qualitative evaluation of a “CN Wheel of Competencies” game, Jones et al. (2000) found that participants perceived the game to be preferable to a written test—as it was fun, effective and non-intimidating. A drawing of a face with numbers marking CN innervated structures (Bolek, 2006), mnemonics, limericks and songs (such as “CN Boogie,” Bromfield, 2008) are available, but their effectiveness in improving CN knowledge has not been tested. This current study extends the early work of Cobb (1972) by increasing the number of miming actions; by changing from instructor demonstration to student participation; and by measuring student engagement and performance. It was found that the simple technique of miming was an easily-implemented, highly engaging, teaching strategy which enhanced student learning of the CNs.

In contrast to the traditional mode of 2D images in a didactic lecture, several authors have developed innovative, online strategies to teach the CNs. Yeung et al. (2011) developed a simulator which provided an exciting 3D roller-coaster view of the CNs from origin to innervated structures. Using a randomized, blind design, they compared students who used the simulator with those who used a 2D text- and image-based document, finding no difference in students’ knowledge of CN III (Yeung et al., 2012). Nowinski et al. (2012) developed a virtual interactive atlas of the CNs which allowed individual color-coded structures to be labeled and fully manipulated in 3D. Using virtual patients to simulate CN palsies, Johnson et al. (2013) showed that their simulator improved the performance of weaker students, when they worked in teams. Recently, an innovative virtual anatomy program has been developed in Second Life™—using 2D and 3D images plus an avatar—to teach the structure and function of CN III, V, VII and IX (Richardson-Hatcher et al., 2014). Uptake of the program was around 80% but <50% of students thought that it improved their understanding. Although good quality CN videos are available on YouTube, finding them is difficult and time-consuming (Azer et al., 2012). Online resources provide an exciting new facet of medical education but, as yet, many have not been tested for their impact on student learning (Terrell, 2006). Future studies using 3D body sensory technologies, such as Microsoft Kinect (Microsoft Corp., Redmond, WA), (Xu and Ke, 2014), may be able to combine gesture-based learning, as piloted in the present study, with digital technologies.
Limitations of the Study

This pilot study has several limitations. The same lecture was given twice: without, then with, miming. Thus, the current study design cannot distinguish improved performance due to miming from that due to repetition of CN content. Comparisons between pre- and post-test scores need to be confirmed by using either a full cross-over study or two comparable groups of students: one group exposed to didactic lecturing, the other to miming. Only then one would be able to conclude if CN and non-CN ratios were higher for students exposed to miming than for students never exposed to CN miming. Neither the teacher nor the students were blind to the intervention. Differences in the quality of delivery of the didactic and miming lectures may have influenced results. Student preference for interactive, fun lectures may have biased the post-test scores. The non-cognitive (affective and psychomotor) domains were not accounted for in this study. Potentially relevant factors include metacognition, motivation, and sense of responsibility for learning. Students' skills at miming were not measured, nor was their use of miming for examination preparation recorded. Hence, the interpretation relating to gesture-based learning of CN knowledge is very preliminary and requires affirmation by further work. Although the authors endeavored to account for learning due to time on task, by expressing differences in test scores relative to lecture duration, this study needs to be repeated with equal lecture duration. The miming involved a complex array of deictic, representational and metaphorical gestures, compounding any interpretation of gesture-based learning effects. Although valid and reliable, the survey implemented in this study was rudimentary. The survey did not ask students about their attention levels nor did it measure the three domains of cognitive load. The study was carried out on a small number of participants, in only one anatomy unit, at a single institution—limiting the generalization of the findings. There was an hour break between the didactic and miming lecture which may have influenced students' receptiveness to learning. Finally, the miming approach may not be easily transferable to disciplines other than anatomy and physiology.

CONCLUSION

Gestures and body movements (e.g., mime) have been shown to improve learning. After learning the CNs via deictic, representational and metaphorical gestures, students responded by performing the complex sequence, without teacher participation. When accounting for time on task, it was found that improvement in marks was 42% better with miming than with didactic lecturing. Students agreed or strongly agreed that they found miming to be more interactive, engaging, effective and motivating to attend than didactic lecturing. It was also found that learning for examination purposes was greater for CN than non-CN content, particularly for under-achieving students. The preliminary findings of the present study support the contention that gestures and body movements (such as those associated with miming) help learners to acquire anatomical knowledge. However, mediating factors (e.g., learning due to repetition of content) need to be further elucidated.
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**Mummenschanz**

The Swiss troupe Mummenschanz isn't a band of white-faced pantomimers. The experimental group uses costumes and masks in their witty, wordless performances. The troupe is marking its 40th anniversary with a five-month tour.

Mummenschanz co-founder Floriana Frassetto is surprisingly chatty for a mime. "Well I suppose I shut up the whole day, then I have to let it out," she says with a laugh.

Her experimental Swiss mime troupe took Broadway by storm in the 1970s. Now the masked performers are bringing their hard-to-describe characters back to the U.S. for a five-month national tour celebrating the troupe's 40th anniversary.

"Mummenschanz isn't your white-faced, Marcel Marceau mime. The bizarre masks, costumes and choreography cloak the human form to tell stories that convey messages about our lives."

In one act, two performers dressed in black, wear velvet masks with large notepads attached — two for eyes and one for a mouth. They pull out fat, magic markers and doodle eye and mouth expressions on individual sheets of the pads. Wide eyes and smiles turn into pouts and grimaces as the notepads engage in a silent conversation as the pages are ripped off.

"It's a competition to see who gets the last word," explains Frassetto, who is one of the three performers who dreamed up Mummenschanz's "Notepad People" in the early 1970s.

"Finally, they just don't find the correct communication level and so they start tearing one another's faces off," she says. "Occasionally it happens in life."

Another Mummenschanz creation is a creature Frassetto calls "The Blob." On stage it struggles to get its amorphous figure up onto a platform. "It's trying to get on a higher level and it doesn't find the balance," Frassetto explains. "And as soon as it finds the balance, it gets sucked down and it falls off. So everyone identifies with it."

**A Wordless Revolution**

Mummenschanz began in Switzerland as three artists and hippies with counter-cultural ideas. Frassetto, Andres Bossard and Bernie Schurch also had an eye for trash. They recycled ventilation tubes into giant Slinkys they could crawl inside and animate on stage. They used toilet paper rolls, suitcases, masking tape, wads of clay — and they took their junk around the world.

Troupe member Philipp Egli says the genius of Mummenschanz lies in simplicity. The most beautiful pieces, he says, start with black space and some people on stage. When they landed on Broadway in 1977, Frassetto says, they thought they'd barely be there long enough to send postcards back home to Europe. But "then we started selling out for the next X months and we stayed on three years," she says. At the time, the show was revolutionary. Kermit the Frog, who was ahead of the curve, hosted Mummenschanz on the Muppet Show in 1976. They performed an act that depicted a human-sized caterpillar's plump, plush body as shimmies up a ramp. When it curls up into a ball — like a waterbug does — it looks strong and graceful, offering a hint of the athletic performer inside. That caterpillar was one of the creations that made Mummenschanz an international success.
In 1992, Bossard died of AIDS, but the troupe carried on. Schurch, the third performer and Frassetto’s ex-husband, moved off the stage and into the director’s chair for this tour, so Frassetto is working with three new members, including Philip Egli, a choreographer and dancer from Switzerland.

The 46-year-old Egli grew up on Mummenschantz. “In Switzerland it’s a brand like the Swiss chocolate almost,” he says. One of his very first theater experiences was seeing Mummenschantz with his mother and siblings in Zurich.

Mummenschanz makes us see objects and ourselves differently, Egli says. Nothing is as it appears. Recently, the troupe took a lunchtime audience by surprise with a pop-up performance in Boston’s Quincy Market. A huge, gloved hand — as big as a person — sits on top of legs in black tights. It sneaks up and grabs a passerby. The effect is surreal — and funny.

Brian Woods, 42, was in Boston for business and had no idea what he was watching. "This is a pretty cool act," Woods says. "Innovative! I've seen things like Blue Man Group, but I've not seen anybody do anything quite like this, so this is pretty cool." (The magazine Variety actually described Blue Man Group as "Mummenschanz on acid.")

Egli says the genius of the troupe lies in its simplicity. "The most beautiful pieces — also in dance — they start from a black space," he says. "They don't start with the set, the costumes and the big lighting and the great story. They start with some people on stage."

Harold Schlotzhauer

Artist Statement

“I am interested in the fluid boundaries between abstraction and representation. My art is a journey to a place created by the imagination and influenced by the extreme polarities of objective and non-objective configuration. It is a world of energy movement and change where the viewer can engage in complex relationships relative to nature without the pictorial dogma of absolute representation. Functional objects and parts of things can be identified and symbolic relationships can be determined, but complete access to a rational conclusion is denied. I want a curious ambiguousness to be present and long for the viewer to participate in the pleasure of imagining the possibilities.”
Works by Harold Scholtzhauer are depicted below:
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wmouat@albertabairtheater.org
**Topics for Educators**

*Mummenschanz and Harold Scholtzhauer*

**TOPIC ONE:** For elementary teachers, grades K-3, design a lesson plan or unit plan that uses the Universal Design for Learning (UDL) model, and that incorporates the various learning preferences, which include visual learning, auditory learning, kinesthetic learning or mixed learning. The parameters of this lesson or unit plan are as follows:

- It should incorporate Common Core.
- It should also incorporate mime or visual art into the Common Core.
- It should include examples of mime and visual art (via pictures and videos) to quantify the abilities of your students to learn new concepts of motion, shape, mathematics and literacy via arts integration.

**TOPIC TWO:** For elementary teachers, grades 4 and 5, design a lesson plan or unit plan will culminate in a performance for your students. This also implies that you will meld learning preferences (delineated in Topic One) with mime and visual art. The final performance should not exceed five to ten minutes in length, but it should include a storyline, plot and it should reflect student accomplishment in specific content areas. There should be no dialogue but a musical score or Orff instruments can be used as a sonic “backdrop.” The content areas can include, but need not be limited to the following subjects:

- Mathematics
- Science
- Literature
- History or Social Studies
- Physical Education

**TOPIC THREE:** For secondary teachers and specialists, use topic two to address a specific unit within your content area. Your presentation should incorporate mime and/or visual art but it should also directly reflect specific skill-sets and applications. Here are examples. Geometry teachers can use the shapes inherent in *Mummenschanz* mime and Schlotzhauer visual art to describe two and three dimensional spatial constructs. Physics teachers may use mime and visual art as a device to contextualize Newtonian Physics or Einstein’s Laws of Special Relativity. American History specialists can use both mediums to relate the stories of the Underground Railroad. There are a host of possible applications. The sky is the limit!